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Abstract: This article explores a national women-only leadership development program in Swedish higher education, the so-called IDAS program (an acronym for Identity, Development, Advancement, Support). IDAS encouraged and supported women academics to pursue leadership/administrative careers in higher education and was a unique intervention, aiming to increase the number of women Rectors. By drawing on interviews with some of the women who participated in the IDAS program and subsequently became Rectors, the article provides a valuable case study over best practices to increase women senior leaders in higher education. Notwithstanding the success of the leadership program, the article also deals with resistance and criticism linked to equal opportunity initiatives such as this. The article analyzes the criticism voiced by the women interviewed and suggests that it can be understood in relation to different conceptions of gender and gender (in)equality.
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1. Introduction

The position as head of university (referred to as Vice-Chancellor, President, or Rector in different countries) has traditionally, and worldwide, been male-dominated. This male domination reflects gendered power relations and hegemonic masculine leadership models within the higher education sector. Notwithstanding, the proportion of women Rectors in several European countries, among them Sweden, has been increasing (European Commission 2019). In 2015, 59 per cent of the largest higher education institutions in Sweden had a woman in a Rector position (Peterson 2018). The article investigates one possible contributing factor to this increase and sets out to provide a documentation of a success story of “women accessing authority” (Morley 2013, p. 126) in higher education. The overall aim of the article is to discuss if, how, and to what extent a women-only leadership development program; the IDAS program (an acronym for Identity, Development, Advancement, Support), contributed to the increase of women Rectors in Swedish higher education.

The article draws on interviews with 15 women who held Rectors positions at different Swedish higher education institutions (universities and university colleges) between 2010 and 2019. The analysis of the interviews focuses on their experiences of, and attitudes towards IDAS, a national women-only leadership development program that was set up to support women and increase the proportion of women senior academic leaders. The more specific aim of this article is to investigate how these women Rectors made sense of this initiative. The article highlights how, and to what extent, the women interviewed perceived that the IDAS program had supported them in their career and if and how they had benefitted from the program. The analysis also draws attention to the criticism some of the women voiced. Theories about interpretative frames are used to understand this criticism.
2. Previous Research

There has been a growing interest in implementing efforts to close the gender gap on decision-making positions and in governing bodies in higher education during the last decades (cf. Doherty and Manfredi 2010). Jennifer De Vries, in her doctoral thesis, describes women-only leadership development programs targeting gender inequality in leadership positions as a “tried and true gender equity strategy” (De Vries 2010, p. iii). Women-only leadership development programs are frequently implemented to encourage women’s participation in management positions and to increase women in senior leadership positions such as Rector and Dean (see, e.g., Barnard et al. 2016; Dahlerup 2010; Madsen et al. 2012; SOU 2011). The HERS Institute (Higher Education Resource Services) has provided leadership programs for women at higher education institutions in the USA since 1976 and is one of the most successful and longstanding examples of this strategy (White 2012). There are also examples of leadership development programs targeting specifically women in the male-dominated STEMM fields (science, technology, engineering, mathematics, and medicine) (Magrane and Morahan 2016). Bonebright, Cottledge, and Lonnquist (Bonebright et al. 2012) describe the guiding principles used to build women’s leadership programs at the University of Minnesota and emphasize the importance of honoring women’s leadership styles, building collaborations and networks, and leading for equity and systems change. Further, O’Meara and Stromquist (2015) emphasize networks as an important intervention within the ADVANCE programs in the USA and how these improve the recruitment, retention, and advancement of women. The evaluations and reports from these initiatives highlight the positive impact they can have in advancing women to senior leadership positions in higher education (cf. Corby 2014).

Initiatives such as women-only leadership development programs have, however, also received criticism from practitioners, stakeholders, researchers, and feminists. The limited potential of these programs to actually challenge and transform the gendered nature of organizations has been pointed out (De Vries 2010). Instead, women-only leadership development programs tend to, inadvertently, blame women for gender inequality problems or define gender inequality as a “women’s problem” without organizational cultures being challenged (cf. Burkinshaw 2015). Ely, Ibarra, and Kolb (Ely et al. 2011, p. 475) raise their concern about leadership education for women. They argue that one of the reasons why leadership development programs for women fail is that: “Practitioners and educators lack a coherent, theoretically based, and actionable framework for designing and delivering leadership programs for women.” One of the failures of previous women-only leadership development programs, according to the authors, has been their focus on emphasizing that women must be taught the skills needed to be successful, skills already acquired by men: “Leadership development programs that teach women to act like men to get ahead are misguided and likely to misguide women leaders” (Ely et al. 2011, p. 488). Instead, the authors highlight certain aspects as important when designing women-only leadership development programs, for example, how professional networks can contribute to build and deepen expertise, power, and credibility as a leader (Ely et al. 2011).

Women-only initiatives are also commonly criticized as they raise concerns about quality, excellence, and meritocracy in higher education and about stigmatizing women who participate in them (Van den Brink and Stobbe 2014). Resistance towards women-only programs is sometimes also voiced by women, who: “do not want to be identified as whiners and losers; they want to be seen as making it on the basis of their own capacities” (Acker 2000, p. 631). Van den Brink and Stobbe (2014) refer to this with the expression “support paradox”, meaning that women are viewed as getting “helped” by these initiatives without it being acknowledged that many men also receive help in their careers by informal networks, mentors, and sponsors.

Their popularity, in combination with the proposed limited change potential, however, make women-only leadership development programs important to investigate.
3. Theoretical Framework

The theoretical framework of the article is constituted by feminist theory, and more specifically critical feminist organization theory. This is a theoretical framework that provides us with useful theoretical tools to investigate and explain how gender continues to inform organizational processes, practices, and structures (Acker 1990, 2006, 2012). Fundamental to feminist theories are definitions and understandings of the nature of gender (in)equalities as organizational phenomena. Ely and Meyerson (2000b) and Meyerson and Kolb (2000) developed a typology over four different approaches, or interpretative “frames”, to gender and organizational change. The different approaches are based on different conceptions of gender, different visions of what gender equality is, and different ideas about what strategies should be used for achieving that vision. The authors describe the three first as “traditional approaches” and the fourth as an “alternative”, more progressive.

The first of these approaches is named “fix the woman” (Ely and Meyerson 2000b) or “equip the woman” (Meyerson and Kolb 2000) and has been the most popular and common. This approach targets organizational inequalities through an understanding of socialized differences between women and men. It is based on political thoughts on liberal individualism and posits that women are actually less well-equipped than men to compete for positions and take on, for example, leadership roles. The actions developed within this kind of theoretical framework only target women and intend to empower women and strengthen their position in the organization by equipping them with appropriate skills, competence, and networks. Women are thus supposed to learn how to compete with men and “play the game better” (Ely and Meyerson 2000b). This approach has been efficient, for example, in increasing eligible women candidates to top positions. The approach, however, is limited as it does not challenge existing structures and the system that benefits men. It also tends to blame women for gender inequality in organizations (Meyerson and Kolb 2000). The glass ceiling thus remains.

The second approach is the “value the feminine” (Ely and Meyerson 2000b) or “value difference” (Meyerson and Kolb 2000) approach. While this approach also defines gender in terms of socialized differences just as the first approach, it instead emphasizes the need to recognize and value women’s contribution. With this approach, the problem with gender inequality is attributed to the lack of rewards for specifically women’s skills. The goal with interventions within this approach is thus often to “give voice to women’s perspective” (Ely and Meyerson 2000b, p. 109) and to celebrate and reward what are seen as typical feminine behaviors and attributes: Listening, collaborating, nurturing. The approach to increased gender equality, within this frame, is sometimes expressed in terms of a ‘business case’ for gender equality. This approach is limited because it can reinforce existing stereotypes about women as “different”. It also fails to recognize oppression and diversity within the group of women and does not challenge the organizational processes that produce differences.

The third approach is the “create equal opportunity” approach (Ely and Meyerson 2000b). It identifies the problem with organizational power structures that limit women’s access to valuable resources and restrain their career opportunities. The approach specifically recognizes how men’s greater professional networks provide them with advantages while women higher up in the organizational hierarchy become isolated tokens. Interventions within this frame therefore focus on challenging these structural barriers by creating new systems and policies for recruiting, retaining, and advancing women. Affirmative actions are implemented, more transparent promotion practices employed, and formal mentoring programs developed. Another special focus is on creating work–life balance. Policy changes within this approach can benefit women’s career, especially in entry and middle levels. This approach, however, also has limitations. There is a danger that, for example, work–life balance is understood as a “women’s problem” without challenging organizational cultures. Although a flexible work policy might be in place, people might not take advantage of it, and those who do might see detrimental effects on their career opportunities. The interventions, thus, do not manage to disrupt: “the pervasive and deeply entrenched imbalance of power in the social relations between men and women” (Ely and Meyerson 2000b, p. 113).
Ely and Meyerson (2000b) describe the fourth approach as a “post equity” approach that involves resisting and revising the dominant discourse (revision work culture). While the first three frames have a common focus on women, the fourth frame shifts this focus, from women to structural and organizational aspects that reproduce gender inequity (Ely and Meyerson 2000a). This approach draws on a theoretical framework that identifies how supposedly gender-neutral social practices reproduce a system of oppressive relations in organizations that privileges men. The limitation of this fourth approach is the organizational resistance when such deep change of organizational culture is the goal. According to Meyerson and Kolb (2000), this is an approach with a more complex and comprehensive perspective on gender, understanding organizations as inherently gendered. The goal of interventions within this approach is for organizational members to challenge and transform the sense of what it means to be male or female, masculine or feminine (Ely and Meyerson 2000a).

4. Materials and Methods

This article draws on interviews with 15 women who, at the time of the interview, held the position as Rector at a Swedish higher education institution. The majority of the interviews (11 of 15) were performed between 2015 and 2016, as part of a research project on leadership ideals in Swedish higher education. In addition to the 11 interviews performed between 2015 and 2016, four other interviews with women Rectors are included. They were performed as part of a pilot-study in 2010 (cf. Peterson 2010, 2015, 2016). The purpose of the two studies was similar: To investigate women academics’ experiences of leadership. The women were not asked to participate in the study because they had experiences of IDAS but because of the academic leadership position they held. Whether or not they had participated in IDAS or whether or not they approved or disapproved of women-only leadership development programs was not a criterion for selection.

Twelve of the 15 women interviewed were professors. They were between 52 and 67 years old, and they had between 20 and 30 years of experience of working as researchers, lecturers, administrators, and managers in the Swedish academia. They came from fifteen different universities and university colleges, situated in different parts of Sweden: North, south, east and west. Some of these higher-education institutions were large universities with hundreds of years of traditions, while others were smaller, more recently established university colleges. All participants in the study were promised anonymity, and no names of participants or higher education institutions will be revealed. The study was conducted in keeping with research ethical guidelines and principles at the University of Gothenburg and the Swedish Research Council (Swedish Research Council 2017).

All of the interviews were conducted in Swedish by the author and lasted between 40 and 70 minutes. The interviews were semistructured, encouraging the women to reflect on their experiences from being a senior academic leader and share them in an open manner (Scheibelhofer 2007). The semistructured character enabled attention to be paid to individual differences in the women’s unique experiences. This methodology followed feminist principles about exploring women’s lived experiences and privileging women’s voices (Parr 2015).

A thematic interview guide was used, with approximately 20 questions focusing on gender and change in academia and encouraging the women to share their experiences of being a woman leader in higher education. The analysis in this article draws mainly on the experiences they shared as a response to two different questions; one of these questions asked them to tell about factors that had supported them in their individual career, while the other focused on how they would explain the increase of women Rectors in Swedish higher education and which factors they identified as important for this increase. In some interviews, the women referred to IDAS in their answers to both questions, in some interviews only in the answer to one of the questions. The interviews also included critical reflections regarding women’s leadership development programs in general and IDAS as one example of such programs.

Although the pilot-study in 2010 and the main study in 2015–2016 had similar purposes and similar interview guides, it has to be acknowledged that the purpose of the pilot-study was to analyze
the interviews as part of an evaluation effort of IDAS. The leadership development program was thus initially mentioned by the interviewer/author during these interviews with the women. The interview guide also included one explicit question about IDAS, encouraging the women to share their experiences of the program, in case they had any experience. In the later study, IDAS was not mentioned beforehand by the interviewer/author. When asked what they saw as the most important contributing factor to women’s increase in the Rector position in Swedish higher education, more than half of the women interviewed instantly mentioned IDAS, sometimes without being able to identify any other factor. Even those who raised criticism towards IDAS mentioned the importance of the program. This was considered as a remarkable result and worth analyzing in more depth.

All interviews were fully and verbatim transcribed following guidelines about naturalness and authenticity (cf. McLellan et al. 2003). A conventional, qualitative content analysis was used, focusing on the meaning produced in the interviews (Elo et al. 2014; Krippendorff 2013). The analytical process started with the author reading the transcriptions carefully in order to identify salient issues and noting response patterns for each of the questions (Hsieh and Shannon 2005). A range of techniques such as coding, categorization, and theme formation was used in order to discover similarities and differences in perceptions and experiences (Ryan and Bernard 2003).

The analysis was inspired by a phenomenological and hermeneutical framework (cf. Seidman 1998; Smith et al. 1999) and guided by an interpretivist–theoretical tradition focusing the notions of self, self-concepts, identities, and meaning-making processes (Manning and Kunkel 2014). This is a framework which allows for an emphasis on the women’s meaning-making. The analysis thus focused on discerning what the women themselves wanted to tell and to what they themselves ascribed value, meaning, and importance (cf. Smith et al. 1999).

5. Background

5.1. Initiating and Establishing the Program

This article focuses on a national leadership development program for women in Swedish higher education. The program was initiated by Ingegerd Palmér, who was the Rector at Luleå University of Technology (between 1994 and 2005) and at Mälardalen University College (2005–2011). Ingegerd Palmér has described that when she first became a Rector, every fifth Rector in Swedish higher education was a woman, but how she noted that women started to disappear from the position a couple of years later (Swedish Research Council 2006). This is also confirmed by the “dip” in statistics, showing how the proportion of women Rectors went from 31 per cent in 1995 to only 13 per cent in 2000 (Peterson 2017). According to Ingegerd Palmér, this worried her, and she turned to the Association of Swedish Higher Education (SUHF) to suggest that a leadership network for women should be established, a suggestion that immediately gained everybody’s support (Swedish Research Council 2006).

As a result, a women-only leadership development program was launched in 1999. The program became known under the acronym IDAS, which stands for Identity, Development, Advancement and Support. The Association of Swedish Higher Education coordinated and funded the project, and the Rectors of the higher education institutions were responsible for the operation of IDAS. During the most active phase, between 2004 and 2007, the program received approximately SEK 23 million to fund a variety of initiatives and measures throughout the country. The program also received funding from the Development Council for the Government Sector from 2003 to 2007. The program continued until 2007, and Ingegerd Palmér remained the president of the program until then (Bergman 2013).

5.2. Aim and Purpose of the Program

The program was open to academic women with research and teaching positions, and the aim of the program was to increase the number of women in upper-level academic positions such as Dean, Pro-Dean, Rector, and Pro-Rector (Bergman 2013). The purpose was to encourage women academics to
pursue a management career in higher education. It very explicitly encouraged women in the program to put themselves forward as candidates in elections for Rectors and Dean in Swedish higher education.

The inspiration for the Swedish IDAS program was the American network IDAS, created by the American university president Judith Sturnick (Blom 2010). While the US model was developed based on ideas about women’s individual adjustment, the aim of the Swedish IDAS shifted slightly during the years. Agneta Blom, one of the operative directors of the program, explains: “These changes in perspective came about gradually and implied a focus shift from concern mainly for individuals to including the fundamental structures of academic leadership” (Blom 2010, p. 306).

5.3. Activities within the Program

In line with the acronym IDAS, the program focused on activities to identify women candidates, develop their skills, make it easier for women to advance, and to support them in academic leadership (Blom 2010). The IDAS model, adopted from the USA, had a pedagogic concept focused on promoting more applications by women candidates for Rector positions and preparing and training women for such positions through a variety of activities and measures (Blom 2010).

The program’s main activities involved arranging thematically-oriented seminars about women and leadership. These competence-building seminars also created arenas for women academics to meet inspiring lecturers and successful role models (Bergman 2013). The program, however, also generated a large number of other activities, measures, courses, and subprojects. One of the most prominent functions of the program, in addition to the seminars, was the establishment of networks between women on local, regional, and national level, thus facilitating an exchange of information, knowledge, and competence between women who would not have met otherwise (Bergman 2013). Some of the IDAS networks also took the form of mentoring programs and then sometimes included men mentors. Men were also regularly invited as speakers at events (Blom 2010). A large number of different reports on academic leadership were produced within the program and were made available for download on the webpage of the program (Fahlgren et al. 2007; IDAS 2007a, 2007b; Ljung 2005; Marcusson 2007; Nydahl 2007).

5.4. Evaluation of the Program

The IDAS program is described to have become very popular, with between 70 and 100 women regularly participating in the activities in the program. About 50 women usually attended each meeting and seminar (Blom 2010). The success of the program is also highlighted in the fact that many of the women who participated subsequently attained senior academic leadership positions such as Dean, Pro-Rector, and Rector (Peterson 2010). The program has been described as “highly successful” and a “good example” of structural and institutional strategies (Bergman 2013, p. 34). The program has also been referred to as unique in Sweden. It was the only nationwide gender equality initiative targeting all Swedish higher education institutions (Heikkilä and Weinestål 2009; SOU 2011). Similarly, Agneta Blom explains that “[t]he most significant aspect of the Swedish IDAS” was that it “became nationwide—eventually every university and college in Sweden was involved” (Blom 2010, p. 311).

6. Results

What follows below is the subjective experiences of women who participated in the IDAS program and their understanding of the importance of it, for them personally, but also for gender equality in Swedish higher education. In addition, and just as importantly, the results highlight how some of the women interviewed had chosen not to participate, and why they had made that decision.

6.1. Women Accessing Authority through a Women-Only Leadership Development Program

All women interviewed were asked how they would explain the increase of women in Rector position in the Swedish higher education sector since the beginning of the 2000s. When they tried to make sense of this increase, the single most important factor mentioned was the women-only leadership
development program IDAS. When asked what they saw as the most important contributing factor to women’s increase in the Rector position in Swedish higher education, they instantly mentioned IDAS, sometimes without being able to identify any other factor. More than half of the women explained that this had impacted the Swedish higher education and transformed the gender (im)balance on Rector level. Seven of the women expressed their appreciation of the IDAS project, echoing the following opinion: “I think that the IDAS program has been extremely important” (Rector 1). The program was seen as having achieved what it aimed to do, which was to increase women Rectors in Swedish higher education: “I believe that the IDAS project and networks like that are excellent efficient instruments to increase the number of women [in senior academic leadership positions]” (Rector 2). One of the women, as it turned out, had been part of the group that initially supported the program and helped to establish it. Most of the positive narratives about women-only leadership programs in general, and IDAS in particular, relied on the first approach/frame described above: The “fix the women”-approach or the “equip the woman”-frame (cf. Ely and Meyerson 2000b). The women produced these narratives as they made sense of the initiatives that, according to them, had empowered themselves and other women and strengthened their position in the organization by equipping them with appropriate skills, competence, and networks.

All of the women interviewed, except two, had participated in some way or another in the program and some of them, as we see below, explained that it had been of personal importance for them and described how it had supported them in their leadership career. The IDAS program managed to address one of the main explanations, or excuses, used to justify the lack of women Rectors; that there are no competent women candidates and/or that women do not put themselves forward as candidates. One of the women explained how the program had helped her to strive for leadership positions: “Encouragement and a form of mental preparation I think” (Rector 3). However, the interviews also highlighted that the program provided more indirect encouragement. The successful women who were invited to speak at IDAS events served as role models. The same Rector continued to explain: “And then that you get role models when you see what other people can and do. Then it’s not that strange either [to be a woman and a Rector]. So I certainly think it’s very positive” (Rector 3). This woman thus emphasized the importance of learning about women in senior academic leadership positions (“Then it’s not that strange either”). The importance of meeting successful women and listening to them speak about their experiences and how they became academic leaders has been emphasized in the literature (Ely et al. 2011) and was also emphasized by other women: “It was great to hear the personal stories from the invited guests” (Rector 8). One of the women interviewed included not only the invited guests in the group of role models, but also the women participating in the meetings: “What was so much fun with IDAS was that you see how many really competent women there are. [laughter] How many we are” (Rector 12). She made an addition here by including herself in the group of “really competent women” (“How many we are”). She concluded with the consequences of this: “And you don’t feel alone” (Rector 12). One of the women told how she had been part of one IDAS two-day meeting and how the conversations and exchange of experiences were helpful to her: “It was really fun. A lot of fun and exciting, to compare experiences and talk to colleagues, it was great fun” (Rector 11).

One of the most important aspects of the IDAS program was that the women participating in the meetings formed informal networks in which they could share information and experiences. The importance of such networks for women-only leadership programs has also been stressed in previous research (Bonebright et al. 2012; Ely et al. 2011; Peterson 2014). One of the women explained this as the “fun” part of IDAS: “You get a network of people that you know from IDAS. So that’s fun” (Rector 12). Networking within IDAS was, however, not only “fun” but also highly “useful”. One of the women told how she had participated in some of the activities that were part of the IDAS program, and she was asked about her opinion about it: “You get a network that you can use in different ways. That has absolutely helped me. No doubt about that” (Rector 3). Notwithstanding, women’s networks have received criticism for not providing women with important information or access to power and positions in the same way as men’s networks. Nevertheless, according to the women interviewed,
the network with women in IDAS was not primarily a network to gain quick or immediate access to power. Instead, it was a support network and a network for learning and sharing information and experiences. The networks formed within IDAS were then perhaps more reminiscent of a “community of practice” than a career network. One of the women explained, in a little more detail, what these networks, formed with women in the IDAS program, provided: “You know that there are loads of women you can contact if you feel the need to discuss something” (Rector 12). This was also reflected in the account of the woman describing the two-day meeting she participated in and appreciated, when she explained exactly what it was that was important with the exchange with other women in IDAS: “We talked business: ‘how do you deal with that?’ So we discussed really very practical stuff too” (Rector 11).

In the accounts above, the women did not make sense of networks explicitly in relation to gender, power or gender (in)equality in academia. This relation was, however, explicit in other interviews. One of the Rectors emphasized the importance of networks and role models. She explained the benefits of participating in IDAS:

And then to form alliances with people there. Networks are always good. And I think, generally, I mean … the male networks, they work pretty good and I actually believe that there is a need for women’s networks. I think so. (Rector 8)

The woman here emphasized the importance of networks for her personally, but she also emphasized that networks are beneficial for women’s leadership careers in a more general manner, as they could counteract the influential men’s networks. Previous research has also highlighted how references to networks/lack of networks is a popular way of explaining and making sense of gender inequality in Swedish higher education (Göransson 2011). Another woman explained that she had a mentor and emphasized the importance of the fact that the mentor was a woman: “I would never ever dream about having a man as a mentor. Because I don’t think they have the same experiences” (Rector 11). One of the women explained what she understood as the consequences of IDAS: “A lot has happened. It’s not that remarkable anymore, to have a woman as Rector” (Rector 15). She, however, also emphasized the importance of women-only initiatives to support gender equality: “I think we have to continue with initiatives to support women because the problem won’t just go away by itself. Things can easily go back to where they were before” (Rector 15).

There were, however, also more critical voices about IDAS among the women interviewed, as the next section demonstrates.

6.2. Women Accessing Authority without Women-Only Leadership Programs

Although praised by many of the women interviewed, there were also critical reflections regarding IDAS. One reason for paying specific attention to the critical reflections is that projects, measures, and activities that aim to promote gender equality often meet resistance. Strategies need to be developed concerning how to meet this resistance (Swedish Council for Higher Education UHR). Whether or not the critical reflections are actually expression of resistance or not is, however, not self-evident. Instead, there are nuances in the women’s critical approaches, and some expressed ambivalence towards women-only initiatives; they both wanted to be supportive and raised their concerns.

One of the women suggested that the problem with IDAS and other women-only initiatives was that they instructed women to learn how to act like men. Instead, the woman argued, women leaders should be viewed as an important, and different, alternative to men leaders. The underlying assertion here was that women’s difference from men, as a group, should be valued and praised. The woman interviewed stated her opinion regarding gender differences: “We [women and men] actually relate to our world in different ways. I think so” (Rector 4). According to this Rector, gender equality in academia involved that: “we should support women to be themselves as leader” (Rector 4). She continued to explain her view on the problem with women-only leadership development programs, which was based on courses that she had attended, among them IDAS:
Women shouldn’t become like men. We want women leaders because they in some way are different from men, don’t we? But that is never given any attention. Instead we have to learn how to speak and those things are just silly! Every course I attend has an element where we are supposed to learn how to speak and how to breathe. Is this only included in courses for women? Is it possible that women already know how to talk and that it’s men who should learn how to speak like women? I think it’s absurd. We don’t have to learn their behavior. Why don’t men have to learn from women leaders? (Rector 4)

The way this woman made sense of gender, gender (in)equality in higher education leadership, and women-only leadership development initiatives could be interpreted within the model developed by Ely and Meyerson (2000b). According to this model, the woman’s sense-making involved criticizing and refuting the first approach, “fix the woman” or “equip the woman”, while at the same time making a case for the second approach, the “value the feminine” approach (Ely and Meyerson 2000b).

Another kind of criticism, voiced by several of the women, addressed the tendency of women-only initiatives to essentialize women and portraying them as a homogeneous group. This type of criticism made sense of gender, gender (in)equality in higher education leadership, and women-only leadership development initiatives in opposition to the “value the feminine” approach. One of the women was asked whether she had taken part in any women-only leadership initiatives, and she explained that she had taken part in a couple of IDAS meetings, without really “actively participating” (Rector 5):

I just haven’t really felt much of a need for it. And I haven’t felt that I belong there. Not all women feel at home in IDAS. I have never felt at home in these types of IDAS networks. Women are different. And it’s important not always having to feel like you are one of the women. (Rector 5)

This criticism could be interpreted as based on experiences of being a token woman in male-dominated situations in academia (Peterson 2014). This woman’s experiences were thus diametrically distinct from the ones described by other women, who associated IDAS with inclusion, recognition, understanding, and sharing between women in similar situations and with similar experiences.

Other women raised their concerns about the content of the leadership development courses. One of the other women was asked whether she had taken part in any women-only initiatives, and she told about how she had perceived that the IDAS course she had participated in “was a little too much focused on being a woman rather than being a leader” (Rector 7). According to her, that meant that the course dealt with how women traditionally had been subordinated in the university system. Instead, she would have preferred if the focus had been on “efficient leadership” and on “practical advice on how to deal with certain situations” (Rector 7). Another woman similarly criticized women-only leadership development programs such as IDAS: “they lack substance and it becomes … ridiculous” (Rector 14). She instead wished for “a whole other mentality”. Although this woman did not expound on exactly what it was she found “ridiculous”, another woman told a longer story that echoed a similar attitude. She depicted how she attended a two-day IDAS meeting where women were taught how to deal with men using master suppressing techniques (e.g., objectifying, ridicule, make invisible):

I told the teacher how I would deal with being snubbed. I would insist on being heard and get my answer and then ask the man to leave. I’m not putting any more energy into such a situation. But this teacher told me that I used the wrong strategy. Instead, I was supposed to gain power by putting my purse down and arranging the curtains. It was just really bizarre. I looked at the teacher and asked “do you really think I have the energy and time to play these silly games?”. (Rector 9)

According to her, instead of focusing on these “silly games”, the real problem was lack of transparency when positions were filled and “men’s networks and collegiality” (Rector 9).
The women also voiced a type of criticism that could be categorized as drawing on the fourth approach/frame in the model developed by Ely and Meyerson (2000b); “post equity”. This approach involves resisting and revising the dominant discourse, developing new organizational narratives, and changing the organizational culture. One of the women similarly argued for a new conceptualization of academic leadership, beyond “women’ leadership”:

I think that the IDAS program, and other initiatives, have been extremely important, but I think it’s time to start thinking in new ways. We can’t just talk about women’s leadership but instead about an inclusive leadership where we include different aspects. How can we make leadership attractive to people in the future? We don’t want leaders who just want to climb the career ladder, do we? (Rector 10)

Other women also voiced their criticism of the emphasis on career in IDAS. One of the women interviewed explained that IDAS had encouraged a single-minded, careerist view and had supported: “careerist that are applying for every position as Rector out there, just because they want to become Rector” (Rector 14). Another woman criticized a lecture in IDAS where a former Rector “talked about how much fun it is to have power” (Rector 6). This type of criticism is based on arguments about what should motivate academic senior leaders: “I enjoy power but I enjoy having influence over things that interest me. I enjoy having an idea and being able to execute it” (Rector 6). This could be interpreted in relation to previous research that has highlighted the importance of role modelling for women and that women leaders are more effective as role models “when they do not adopt a tough, aggressive masculine stance” (Bagilhole and White 2011, p. 201).

7. Discussion

As we have seen, there were a multitude of different ways of making sense of a women-only leadership development initiative. The women expressed an array of different experiences. The analysis shows that some participants attributed part of their success to program participation, largely through networking, peer coaching, and role modeling. Eight of them expressed their enjoyment in participating and fully supported the initiative. These women’s different narratives were analyzed and discussed in relation to the four different approaches to conceptualize gender and address problem of gender inequity (cf. Ely and Meyerson 2000b). Several of the sense-making narratives can be understood as framing gender and gender inequality within the first approach described by Ely and Meyerson (2000b), which focuses on providing women with resources to compete with men. Initiatives shaped by this approach rarely lead to positive changes of a more substantial kind and have therefore been deemed as generally ineffective. The narratives could, however, also be interpreted as if IDAS created a platform for the women from which to actually start a transformation. According to the women, the IDAS program had contributed to empowering individual women, encouraging them and providing them with the resources they needed to put forth themselves as candidates for Rector positions. They also emphasized that the program had transformed the gender balance of senior academic leadership in Swedish higher education and thus contributed to institutional and structural change.

Previous research has highlighted how university management is viewed as a hostile environment for women (Bagilhole and White 2011). The women’s narratives about how IDAS supported and encouraged them can be interpreted as reflecting male domination in their working environment and the masculine academic culture which made them feel like they were intruders and tokens; that they were excluded and that they did not quite belong (cf. O’Connor and Göransson 2015). The initiatives within the IDAS program counteracted this and created an important arena where women experienced belonging and inclusion. The interviews, however, also show that some women do not feel at home in women-only leadership development programs.

Seven of the 15 women interviewed were more ambivalent, expressing their criticism regarding certain aspects of the women-only program and some even dissociating themselves from initiatives
like this. The results suggest that they did not participate fully in the IDAS program. These women’s experiences of the IDAS program, however, are important to acknowledge as they reflect common examples of challenges and dilemmas with women-only programs. Women do not like to feel that they are “helped” by programs but that they are empowered, and that they are empowered not (only) as women but as competent and accomplished leaders (Van den Brink and Stobbe 2014).

The results provide support to previous research that has studied women-only leadership development programs through a lens of social and gender identity, with the program sometimes producing conflicting identity positions (cf. Ely et al. 2011; De Vries 2010). When these women made sense of the women-only leadership development program IDAS, they were also involved in identity work. Their sense-making of the program was related to their self-identities as leaders and their identity-construction as women senior leaders in academia. This could account for the very different sense-making strategies the women used, both the criticism voiced and the support for certain aspects of the program, perhaps especially the networking aspects. As Ely, Ibarra, and Kolb (Ely et al. 2011, p. 478) explain: “If constructing a leader identity is a fundamentally relational endeavor, then people’s informal networks should play a key role in the process of becoming a leader”.

Some of the criticism voiced by the women could be interpreted in relation to the distinction between training and development, which De Vries (2010) emphasizes. According to de Vries, training fits the “fix the women” frame and has a fixed and regulated agenda with right and wrong answers. Interventions focusing on women’s development, on the other hand, start from the individual woman’s need and the issues she wants to address, thus fitting better with her “identity work”.

Ely and Meyerson (2000b, p. 107) categorize “leadership development courses that focus on helping women develop the skills and styles considered requisite for successes” as examples of the first approach, “fix the women”. They, however, also emphasize that the four approaches to gender and gender equality initiatives are not mutually exclusive but rather overlap and sometimes are mixed together (Ely and Meyerson 2000b). Bonebright, Cottledge, and Lonnquist (Bonebright et al. 2012) also describe guiding principles for building leadership development programs for women using guidelines that both honors women’s leadership style (approach 2) and leads to equity and systems change (approach 4). Perhaps it is important for those interested in setting up women-only programs to make sure to be explicit about which approaches are included—and perhaps also make sure to include several of the approaches, combining them to attract women and to make them as efficient as possible?

Over the years, a number of initiatives aiming to strengthen specifically gender in research policies as well as initiatives for increasing gender equality within research in Sweden have been implemented. As in many other countries, the focus has shifted from “women as the problem” to addressing structures, organizations, culture, and leadership within higher education institutions that contribute to reproducing gender inequalities and gender imbalance (cf., e.g., Bergman 2013; Burkinshaw 2015). IDAS can be viewed as a program that contributed to facilitating such a shift. Although many similar programs have been criticized for a “fixing the women” approach (cf. Ely and Meyerson 2000a; Meyerson and Kolb 2000), the IDAS program attempted to introduce a more sustainable and long-term transformation of institutional and structural character.

What did the IDAS program change and what type of gender transformation did it contribute to? Based on the interviews with the women Rectors, the program contributed in several different ways. It supported women in applying for senior academic leadership positions. It also contributed to changing the leadership ideal. It drew attention to the fact that the leadership ideal was shaped by men and hegemonic masculinity. Most importantly, it also drew attention to women as competent leaders, and to women being asked, nominated, and appointed to these positions to a higher degree.
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